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Abstract: Synthetic materials typically have static properties that gradually deteriorate with increasing usage. In contrast, biological materials such as trees, bones, and muscles adapt to environmental stressors such as mechanical load. They evolve over time to reshape or strengthen the heavily stressed or strained locations to enhance their load-accommodation capabilities. In this talk, I will discuss our group's efforts on adopting this concept of adaptability to synthetic materials and structures, with a particular focus on conjugated polymers and their composites. First, I will highlight a new class of conducting polymers and composites with elongation-at-break and toughness that dynamically scale with the rate of deformation. The key to such unorthodox properties is to create a microstructure comprised of interconnected core-shell micelles with disparate chemical interactions within the cores and shells. Subsequently, we imbue conducting polymers with rate-independent properties via architected structuring. We have developed a variety of 3D printing techniques to realize this goal. Finally, we move beyond mimicking biological materials and instead, employ a biological organism, Physarum polycephalum, commonly known as slime mold, to design efficient load-bearing structures. Our aim is to directly harness the intelligence of biology for synthetic material development.
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